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Communication Asymmetry 
 Dissemination of Data to large number of clients 

 Stock Prices, news, sports, software distribution 

 Access by Millions of Users 

 Data from server to clients is much larger than from 

clients to server 

 Network Asymmetry – larger bandwidth from server to 

clients  

 Slow uplink 

 More clients, less server 

 Updates and new information 

 HTTP and FTP limit the number of connections 
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Broadcast Disk 

 Proposes a mechanism called Broadcast 

Disks to provide database access to 

mobile clients. 

 Server continuously and repeatedly 

broadcasts data to a mobile client as it 

goes by. 

 Multiple disks of different sizes are 

superimposed on the broadcast medium. 

 Exploits the client storage resources for 

caching data. 

 



Topics of Discussion 

 Server Broadcast Programs 
 

 Client Cache Management 
 

 Prefetching 
 

 Read/Write Case 

 



Server Broadcast Programs 
 Data server must construct a broadcast 

“program” to meet the needs of the client 

population. 

 Server would take the union of required 

items and broadcast the resulting set 

cyclically.  

 Single additional layer in a client’s memory 

hierarchy - flat broadcast. 

 In a flat broadcast the expected wait for an 

item on the broadcast is the same for all 

items. 





Server Broadcast Programs 



Server Broadcast Programs 
 
 

 Broadcast Disks are an alternative to 

flat broadcasts. 

 

 Broadcast is structured as multiple 

disks of varying sizes, each spinning at 

different rates. 









Server Broadcast Programs 
 

Flat Broadcast 

Skewed Broadcast 

Multi-disk Broadcast 









Server Broadcast Programs 
 For uniform access probabilities a flat disk has the 

best expected performance. 
 Increasing broadcast rate of one data item decreases 

broadcast rate of others (continuous broadcast) 

 For increasingly skewed access probabilities, non-flat 
disk programs perform better. 

 Multi-disk programs perform better than the skewed 
programs. 

 If the inter-arrival time of a page (broadcast rate) is 
fixed then the expected delay for a request arriving at 
random time is 1/2 of the gap between successive 
broadcast of the page. In contrast, if there is variance 
in the inter-arrival rate then the gaps between 
broadcast will be of different lengths. In this case the 
probability of a request arriving during a large gap is 
greater.  



Server Broadcast Programs 
Generating a multi-disk broadcast 
 

 Number of disks (num_disks) determine 

the number of different frequencies with 

which pages will be broadcast. 

 

 For each disk, the number of pages and 

the relative frequency of broadcast 

(rel_freq(i)) are specified. 









Example 

 Assume a list of pages partitioned into 3 

disks 

 Pages in disk 1 are to be broadcast twice as 

frequently as pages in Disk 2 and four times 

as frequently as pages in disk 3 

 Rel-freq(1) = 4, rel-freq(2) = 2 

 and rel-freq (3) = 1  

Max-chunk = 4, num-chunks (1) = 1, num-

chunks(2) = 2, num-chunks (3) = 4 

 



Server Broadcast Programs 



  Client Cache Management 

 Improving the broadcast for one 

probability access distribution will hurt the 

performance of other clients with different 

access distributions. 

 

 Therefore the client machines need to 

cache pages obtained from the 

broadcast. 



   Client Cache Management 

 With traditional caching clients cache the 

data most likely to be accessed in the 

future. 

 

 With Broadcast Disks, traditional caching 

may lead to poor performance if the 

server’s broadcast is poorly matched to the 

clients access distribution. 

 



   Client Cache Management 

 In the Broadcast Disk system, clients cache 

the pages for which the local probability of 

access is higher than the frequency of 

broadcast. 

 

 This leads to the need for cost-based page 

replacement. 



   Client Cache Management 

 One cost-based page replacement strategy 

replaces the page that has the lowest ratio 

between its probability of access (P) and its 

frequency of broadcast (X) -  PIX 
 

 PIX requires the following: 

1 Perfect knowledge of access probabilities. 

2 Comparison of PIX values for all cache 

resident pages at cache replacement time. 



    Client Cache Management 

 Another page replacement strategy adds the 

frequency of broadcast to an LRU style policy.  

This policy is known as LIX. 

 LIX maintains a separate list of cache-resident 

pages for each logical disk 

 Each list is ordered based on an 

approximation of the access probability (L) for 

each page. 

 A LIX value is computed by dividing L by X, 

the frequency of broadcast.  The page with the 

lowest LIX value is replaced. 



Prefetching 

 An alternative approach to obtaining 

pages from the broadcast. 

 Goal is to improve the response time of 

clients that access data from the 

broadcast. 

 Methods of Prefetching: 

  Tag Team Caching 

  Prefetching Heuristic 



 
Prefetching 
 

 
 Tag Team Caching - Pages 

continually replace each other in 

the cache. 

 For example two pages x and y, 

being broadcast, the client caches 

x as it arrives on the broadcast.  

Client drops x and caches y when 

y arrives on the broadcast. 



Prefetching 

 Simple Prefetching Heuristic 

 Performs a calculation for each page that 

arrives on the broadcast based on the 

probability of access for the page (P) and 

the amount of time that will elapse before 

the page will come around again (T). 

 If the PT value of the page being broadcast 

is higher than the page in cache with the 

lowest PT value, then the page in cache is 

replaced. 



  Read/Write Case 

 With dynamic broadcast there are three 

different changes that have to be handled. 
 

1 Changes to the value of the objects being 

broadcast. 

2 Reorganization of the broadcast. 

3 Changes to the contents of the broadcast. 



Conclusion 

 Broadcast Disks project investigates the 

use of data broadcast and client storage 

resources to provide improved 

performance, scalability and availability in 

networked applications with asymmetric 

capabilities. 


